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SECRET

9 Aug 77

SECRET

Re: USD munich spy

July Roche

0002288

Tab B2C

Additional info re traff, results, a

undeclared contact in military attaché

Rand, for review re Burgess

21 May 1975

MSSy of MI6

w Arthur Ballotte

29 June 1941

Thompson FB

He recommended Dr. Boisvert and a 
detachment

of 15

2. A Hay as James Centerior for a

13 March 1941:

reports

3. 22 May 41: FB
c

11-9-41:

w/ Capt. Edwards who said he would contact

Mahan in fall of 1940 for use as a "outfit" 

for training. I received no letter from

Mahan, he would attend a complete secret

counterespionage effort in Cuba.

10 Jan 1974

Memo: Chief Western Hemisphere

Subj: Salvadoran economy & Richard Soreni

Re: Chicago Tribune Article 28 and 31

Dec. 1973

Richard S. Carn # 272141

D109 Oct 1931 in Chicago

SECRET
Fall 1960  
CIA contacts

A. Fall 1960

Cain met with Cuban exiles in Chicago office

B. November

Cain met with Cuban exiles in Chicago office

C. December

Cain met with Cuban exiles in Chicago office

D. October

Cain met with Cuban exiles in Chicago office

E. April 1962

Cain met with Cuban exiles in Chicago office

F. December

Cain met with Cuban exiles in Chicago office

G. 19 August 1963

Cain met with Cuban exiles in Chicago office

SECRET

6002299

1111147

NW 66000 Docld:32272321 Page 3
He would like to work overseas for C/4.

Cain worked for Castro's shift secret in contact with Cuban in Miami area. He would provide with an outline activities of Cuban attacks on Cuba.

Cain before the Student Directorate, a Cuban exile group in Miami.

-Mario Cordoyos executive 

quality arm.

12 Sept 63: DRE people who had quality arm. Howard Backer via Waldorf Astoria told Cain to get out of the picture.

H. 1967.

FBT university. Cheni across a pic.

2.15 April 1972

Cain arrested in Mexico City. Then disappeared. May 1972. May be in Cuba. No news. Dressed in illegal arm deals. On various occasions still he was C/4.

M. 16 May 1972

FBT agent in Mexico City and

Ohene of Seta on Havana at Eastern Airlines.

Chenxi will find them. Confirmation 5 May 72.
27 Nov 63

By Rott B. P. Lohman

1. Fair Play for Cuba Committee in Feb 63 met at 922 S. Spruce Chicago under direction of Michael Bailey, Sen & Chicago Appeal. Assassination of then deposed
2. Little granted relief in March 1963 Shuff official had not registered 140 at FD dining hall string question he was in Chicago in April 1963 & responsible for firing the official at FD
3. Shuff Algebraic like FBI so had "official" and Trejo report on Fair Play for Cuba. If they developed anything definite they would get lay off from FBI

Could not read "That went in 1965"

The "China" from our agents in US for Fair Play

15 Aug 67

Sandy Smith Chicago Sun Times following up a lead that he call E. S. & report Isaac said got wire from Cuba had no copy of order

Said he did not show up to Ed Folsom

SECRET
Problems Menu A Date 09 August

1. Places in Sec 4 of passport 3 is
   Ontario in 1950 Volume of Materials
2. Section B. Sub 3. Known Address
   Contact is minimal
3. Qunita in Section C
   B 1 is Arturo's. Also used by
   Manuel Arzato operated

Defectors have already interfered severely
Who is related?

Tab C
1. Ramon Don Restrepo Dominguez (shorty)
   Date 2 May or 5 Feb 1936
2. Rolando Mascorro Reyes Family
   Date 12 Jan 1945
3. Luzciano Alava (shorty)
4. Jose de la Torre (shorty)

5. Jose Quintana Date 7 Oct 45
   Arizona Arizona by name to Pedro
   a. Josquin Antonio Cortes; Date 10 Jan 45
   b. Manuel Arzato

SECRET
Facade O'Malley referred Hunt to
Bill Mullin of the Mulleyn Arms
- O'Malley knew Mullin a client of
Mulleyn's past enforcers pulled up on
as result of a casual rubin between
O'Malley & Mullin on early 2/03 car incident
with Fadus Auto Gmner
Hunt & Mullins meet on pairwise
Michael O'Farrell
- when Mullins decided to have Hunt-posed enforcers on civil plannings court
- Hunter offered O'Malley for an
unrelated living debts & segurança early calls
- Thomas C. O'Malley officially refused goin
- Houston
- Eagiil intervened w/ Ferrell &
BNS re possible detonation of Frank's
- say we will know well Ferrell
Osborn, Angleton, Cocca, & Houston